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                TEACHER AGREEMENT 
 

 
I, _________________________________________ of ________________________________________  

 
____________________________________________________________Post/Zip Code_____________ 
 
 

have read, understand, and agree to abide by the International Association of Chiron Healers Inc. (IACHI)  
Rules and Statement of Purposes, and Code of Ethics. 
 

I acknowledge: 

 Jan Elise Thomas as the originator of the principles, philosophies and techniques of Chiron and author of 
Chiron Healing® Seminar and Student Manuals. 

 The copyright holder of all Chiron Healing® information and owner of registered Trademarks and Logos shown 
below is Cheironia Pty. Ltd., 12 Jackman Ave., Warrnambool Victoria 3280. Australia. (IACHI has a legal 
Agreement with Cheironia Pty Ltd for its accredited Teachers and Practitioners to use these Trademarks under 
strict terms and conditions). 

 That I must maintain current financial IACHI Professional membership and Teacher accreditation in order to 
teach Chiron Healing®. 

 That IACHI highly recommends taking out and maintaining professional indemnity insurance with minimum 
cover for any occurrence of $1,000,000. 

  

I agree to: 

 my Chiron Healing® Teacher status being reviewed annually.  

 never teach Chiron Healing® principles, philosophies or techniques to any person nor conduct a course of 
instruction pertaining to Chiron Healing® without first having obtained official IACHI Teacher accreditation. 

 teach and present Chiron Healing® only to the level at which I have attained official IACHI accreditation, and 
only as written in the Cheironia Pty Ltd Chiron Healing® course manuals.  

 comply with the IACHI Working with Children Policy (including obtaining a “Working with Children clearance”, 
“Police Check” or equivalent as required) and obtain written parent / guardian permission before teaching 
anyone under 18 years of age. 

 adhere to the IACHI Privacy Policy, respecting client privacy and confidentiality, including individuals 
participating as subjects in classroom or training sessions, and to inform students witnessing case 
demonstrations of their obligations to preserve client confidentiality. 

 ensure students attending my classes are under the direct supervision of an appropriately qualified Chiron 
Healing® Practitioner when they are carrying out techniques requiring a higher level of competence.    

 maintain a high standard of competence though ongoing professional development, and participate in Teacher 
training workshops and repeat courses as required to maintain my Chiron Healing® Teacher status. 

 refrain from teaching anything other than Chiron Healing® information at Chiron Healing® courses.  

 use only official Chiron Healing® course manuals at all Chiron Healing® courses I conduct. 

 issue one official course manual to every student attending a Chiron Healing® course, except where a student 
is repeating a course and has previously been issued with a current course manual.  

 purchase all Chiron Healing® course manuals from Cheironia Pty. Ltd., or its authorised agent.  

 never reproduce in any form whatsoever any Chiron Healing® course material without explicit written 
permission from the copyright holder, or as allowed by law. 

 restrict use of the registered Logo and Trademarks to that directed by IACHI and / or the registered Trademark 
owner, and immediately cease to use any or all of them if requested to do so by either party. 

 offer a reduced registration fee to those students repeating any course. 

 issue one official “Chiron Healing® Attendance Certificate” to each student completing a course. 

 cease to teach Chiron Healing® or to call myself a Chiron Healing® Teacher if following just cause my 
membership is revoked. In such case I agree to promptly return or destroy my IACHI Professional Membership 

and Chiron Healing® Teacher Certificate(s). 

 keep accurate and current records of all courses I conduct, including but not limited to: student attendances 
and contact details, levels taught, contact hours, practical work, registrations, fees paid and repeat 
attendances. 

                                                                                                                                                                 (continued) 



 

 

 

 

 submit to IACHI (on time): 

 -    IACHI membership dues   (N.B. Teacher status lapses if a member becomes un-financial). 

 -    Any documentation or information requested to maintain Chiron Healing® Teacher registration.    
 

 submit to AESC (on time) 

     -    Class List - within seven days of conducting a seminar - to include Teacher’s name, Co-Teacher’s  
      name (if applicable), name of seminar, location, date(s), number of contact hours, and all student details  
      (name, address, telephone, e-mail address). 

     -    Teacher Registration fees - within seven (7) days after the first seminar at that level has been conducted,  
      unless alternative payment arrangements have been made (refer to Schedule of Teacher Registration fees in  
      Teacher’s Handbook). 

 

 

 

Registered Trade Marks:         a) Logo:                                  b) “Chiron Healing®” 

                                  
            c)  “Essences of the Ancient Civilizations®”
  

         d)  Other Cheironia trade marks: 

 Aeolian Essences ™ 

 AESC Essences ™ 

 Chiron Classic Essences ™ 
 

 

 

 

Signed: __________________________________________        Date: __________________________ 

 


